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Introduction

The Lucas Broder Collection contains eight letters that were sent from Ireland to members of the Broder Family in Canada. Most of the letters were received by Frederick Broder. He was born in the parish Killfree, County Sligo, Ireland. He married Sarah Henderson who was a native of Mullinacre, County Cavan, Ireland. Frederick died in 1866 at the age of 78 years and Sarah died in 1869 aged 76 years. Frederick and Sarah were the great grandparents of Lucas Broder.

William Broder is also a recipient and writer of a couple of the letters. He in the brother of Frederick and was also born in the parish of Killfree, County Sligo, Ireland. He married Mary McKee who was a native of County Down, Ireland. William died in 1870 aged 80 years and his wife in 1878 at the age of 75.

A writer of many of the letters was Jane Broder. She was the wife of M. A. Broder and the mother of Frederick and William. Other members of the Broder family are also mentioned in the letters.
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1 June 22, 1809--William Broder to Frank? Broder
2 July 13, 1814--Jane Broder to George ?
3 April 27, 1822--M. A. Broder to Frederick Broder
4 April 27, 1822--Jane Broder to Frederick Broder
5 Sept. 11, 1822--Jane Broder to Frederick Broder
6 No Date --Jane Broder to William Broder
7 No Date -- Harriott ? to Frederick Broder
8 No Date -- ? to Frederick Broder